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Description
Also test job override for campaign def, so we know how to run
a smaller test job.
Related issues:
Blocked by Production Operations Management Service (POMS) - Feature #17779: ...

Closed

09/26/2017

History
#1 - 09/19/2017 03:13 PM - Anna Mazzacane
- Status changed from New to Assigned
- Assignee set to Marc Mengel
#2 - 09/19/2017 03:15 PM - Anna Mazzacane
- Target version set to v2_3_0
#3 - 09/26/2017 01:51 PM - Marc Mengel
- Blocked by Feature #17779: Add "campaign_type" field to "campaigns" table &model added
#4 - 09/28/2017 10:37 AM - Marc Mengel
- File chpatch added
- Status changed from Assigned to Work in progress
- % Done changed from 0 to 80
So other than tagging it as a "test" campaign, this is mostly done now.
Basically the test button on launch_template_edit.html just kicks you over to the launch jobs routine with a test_launch_template=launch_id and no
campaign_id; the launch code now stubs out the lookups for campaign and campaign_definition info ,and just runs the launch template connection
and prints a message (although maybe it should do a printenv and a which jobsub or something? not sure)
The one for Job Types (campaign_definitions) is a bit more complicated; we make a _test_xxx campaign for your job kick you into the editor for it so
you can set overrides, etc. and then when you save it it does a launch. Probably I should change the Save button text there, too.
#5 - 11/07/2017 03:13 PM - Marc Mengel
- % Done changed from 80 to 100
Declaring victory...
#6 - 01/26/2018 05:17 PM - Anna Mazzacane
- Status changed from Work in progress to Resolved
#7 - 02/02/2018 08:54 PM - Anna Mazzacane
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
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